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Wing design problem
Researchers o�en interested in evaluating
unique wing designs.

Commonly wish to minimize wing weight but not
flutter too much.

Wing behavior depends on complex aeroelastic
properties.

https://www.aopa.org/news-and-media/all-
news/2018/october/17/flutter-analysis-a-first
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Design optimization challenges
Field experiments are costly and time-intensive.

Researchers build simulators that model in-flight behavior.

y = f(x) + ϵ

Can still take a while to run.

Gradient-based methods can struggle ( ).Robert B. Gramacy 2020
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Using surrogates for optimization
Goal is to optimize objective (i.e. minimize weight).

How can we use surrogate models to find an optimal wing design?

Sequential design algorithm known as “Bayesian Optimization”.
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Bayesian optimization algorithm
1. Generate initial design to evaluate in

simulator

2. Fit surrogate model to data

3. Generate candidate set

4. Select new observation that
maximizes surrogate criteria.

5. Acquire new observation, evaluate
simulator

6. Update surrogate model

7. Repeat steps 3-6 until convergence (or
budget runs out).
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What makes a design “robust”?
Flutter behavior depends on factors
like…

1. Mach number

2. Structural damping

Variability can affect feasibility of wing
designs.

“Robust” = feasible under variety of
scenarios.
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